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Figure 1: Visualization of the air flow near solar photovoltaic modules. (a) Heat transfer from solar panels to air particles. (b)
Visualization of the eddy formation, as indicated by the cyan box.

ABSTRACT
The efficiency of solar panels depends on the operating temperature.
As the panel temperature rises, efficiency drops. Thus, the solar
energy community aims to understand the factors that influence
the operating temperature, which include wind speed, wind direc-
tion, turbulence, ambient temperature, mounting configuration, and
solar cell material. We use high-resolution numerical simulations
to model the flow and thermal behavior of idealized solar farms.
Because these simulations model such complex behavior, advanced
visualization techniques are needed to investigate and understand
the results. Here, we present advanced 3D visualizations of numeri-
cal simulation results to illustrate the flow and heat transport in an
idealized solar farm. The findings can be used to understand how
flow behavior influences module temperatures, and vice versa.
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1 INTRODUCTION
The temperature of solar panels affects their efficiency. Commonly
installed mono- and polycrystalline solar cells experience an effi-
ciency loss of 0.1% to 0.5% K−1 for each degree increase [5]. Consid-
ering this trend, we study the flow and heat transport in solar farms
by performing simulations of the interaction of solar farms with the
atmospheric boundary layer (ABL) and deriving 3D visualizations
to interpret the simulation data.

We perform numerical simulations using a large-eddy simula-
tion (LES) model [3, 13, 15]. In our context, the LES model is a
thermally-coupled numerical model for solar farms that resolves
the ABL flow and accounts for the thermal exchanges between the
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solar farm and the surrounding flow. This LES model solves the con-
tinuity equation and the 3D filtered incompressible Navier-Stokes
equation for momentum, and the advection-diffusion equation for
temperature. In this work, u,v, andw denote the flow velocity in
x ,y, and z, which represent the streamwise, spanwise, and vertical
directions, respectively. The flow is driven by a constant pressure
gradient force in the streamwise direction. The idealized solar farm
topography is represented by the Immersed Boundary Method
[13, 15].

We simulate the temperature, flow, and heat flux fields of an
idealized solar farm in a domain of size 2π km × 2π km × 1 km
that is discretized into a 64 × 64 × 60 rectilinear grid for a duration
of 185.4 minutes and temporal resolution of 500, 000 time steps.
Fig. 2 illustrates 1D and 2D plots (similar to those in [11, 17]) of the
LES variables, in which distances are normalized by zi = 1km, the
height of the ABL.

Figure 2: Illustration of (a) 1D vertical profiles generated by
averaging x-y plane values over the last 5.5 seconds of simu-
lation. (b) 2D slice depicting the instantaneous fields of tem-
perature θ and velocity vectors at 183.24 minutes.

Although 1D/2D visualizations are useful and necessary, ad-
vanced 3D visualizations can strongly reinforce 1D/2D visualiza-
tions and uncover new insights into the complex flow in large-scale
simulations. Specifically, advanced 3D visualizations of data can
play three key roles: enhance communication by improving the pre-
sentation of the physical phenomena of interest, aid the exploration
process for new insight, and support model verification by revealing
anomalies and errors in the results during the development stage.

Using the results from high-fidelity numerical simulations, this
work aims to visualize physical phenomena, such as velocity, tem-
perature, heat flux, and the relationships among these variables,
through scalar- and vector-field visualization techniques in Par-
aView [1] and VisIt [4]. ParaView and VisIt are parallel visualization
software systems that enable efficient rendering of large-scale com-
plex datasets using the Visualization Toolkit (VTK) libraries [14].
Our proposed visualizations aim to answer the following questions:

(1) Where are the hot and cold spots on a solar panel and how
do they change with time?

(2) How does the air temperature respond to the heat source
from the solar panels in time?

(3) Where in the domain are the flow eddies, as well as the
highest and lowest flow velocities observed?

(4) What relationships between the flow (u,v ,w) and heat trans-
fer are observed?

We design questions relevant to operating temperatures (Q. 1-
2) and flow patterns (Q. 3-4) since their study is important in the
design of solar photovoltaic systems [5, 17].

2 VISUALIZATIONS OF FLOW AND HEAT
TRANSPORT IN SOLAR FARMS

We now present the visualization results in Sec. 2.1- 2.4 to address
the questions 1-4, respectively, proposed in the Introduction.

2.1 Visualization of the Temperature Field on
Solar Panel Surfaces

Fig. 3 illustrates the temperature statistics visualization to gain
insight into relatively hot and cool positions on solar panels. Specif-
ically, we visualize minimum, maximum, mean, and standard devi-
ation of temperatures at each position on the solar panel surfaces
over the last 11.1 seconds of the simulation. The red regions in the
mean visualization (Fig. 3c) highlight the positions that consistently
attain high temperatures over this time period. The white/red re-
gions in the standard deviation visualization (Fig. 3d) highlight the
positions where temperatures vary significantly across the time
period. The visualizations presented in Fig. 4 may be derived for
any user-selected range of simulation time span.

Figure 3: Visualization of the temperature field statistics on
solar panel surfaces over the last 11.1 seconds of simulation:
(a) minimum, (b) maximum, (c) mean, and (d) standard devi-
ation.

We employ topology-based visualization techniques to gain fur-
ther insight into the hot and cold spots on the solar panel surfaces.
Specifically, we derive critical points and Morse complex segmenta-
tion [6] for the temperature field using the topology toolkit [16], as
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Figure 4: Morse complex visualization of the temperature
field on solar panel surfaces at 183.17 minutes in the simu-
lation. The red and dark blue spheres denote local maxima
and localminima, respectively. The cool andwarmpositions
on the solar modules are mapped to blue and red, respec-
tively.

visualized in Fig. 4. The red and dark blue spheres denote the posi-
tions that exhibit the highest temperature (hot spots) and lowest
temperature (cold spots), respectively, in their local neighborhood,
where the boundary of the local neighborhood is represented by
a Morse complex cell rendered with the white line segments. We
present a demo showing how Morse complex segmentation and
critical points change with time in an animation1.

2.2 Visualization of Air Temperature Response
to the Heat Source from Solar Panels

We analyze the air temperature variation over time using quartile
plots. As observed in the quartile plot shown in Fig. 5, the spatially
averaged air temperature increases asymptotically from 280 K to
291.5 K as a result of heat transfer from the solar panels. This plot
is generated using ParaView’s "Plot Selection over Time" feature,
where we select voxels that represent the air.

Figure 5: A quartile plot with the solid red line indicating
the spatially averaged air temperature, darker red indicating
data between Q1 and Q3 (interquartile range), and lighter
red indicating data outside the interquartile range.

1 https://youtu.be/vIDnqXLOcSE

Additionally, we visualize how the solar panel heat is transferred
to air particles using streamlines [12] and glyph [2] visualizations
in Fig. 1 and via an animation2. Specifically, we combine a surface
rendering of the solar panels colored by temperature, streamlines to
visualize the flow’s behavior, and cone glyphs to show the direction
of flow. In Fig. 1a, we observe heated air from above the second
row soaring upward due to the presence of the solar module. From
this visualization, we can easily follow an incoming particle and
witness its heat intake as it moves closer to the solar panel.

2.3 Flow Velocity and Eddy Visualizations
We visually investigate flow velocity and eddy formation in the
presence of solar panels. In Fig. 6, the streamlines, generated with
ParaView’s StreamTracer, Tube, and Cone Glyph filters, demon-
strate the effects observed in the flow. The color scale shows the
higher velocity motions in red and the lower velocities in blue. The
higher velocities are found in the upward motions of the flow, and
the lower velocities are located just upstream of the solar panels.

Figure 6: The streamline visualization of the flow field.

Fig. 1b shows a close-up view of Fig. 6 from a different viewpoint
to highlight the 3D turbulent motion (indicated by the cyan box)
that develops between the two rows of solar panels. A similar eddy
formation can also be observed at 185.24 minutes in Fig. 7. Such
lateral motions are difficult to capture in 2D visualizations of vertical
slices. The solar panel surface temperature is relatively low near
the turbulent region of the flow in Fig. 7, as indicated by the cyan
box.

Figure 7: The streamline visualization at 185.24 minutes in
the simulation. The solar panel surface temperature appears
relatively low near the eddy, as indicated by the cyan box.

Fig. 8 visualizes the velocity magnitude field using direct volume
rendering [8]. Direct volume rendering helps extract spatial clusters
exhibiting high (Fig. 8a) and low (Fig. 8b) velocities that are not
easily observed in streamline visualizations (Fig. 6).
2 https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=40txQ7lbLBc&t=13s
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Figure 8: Volume rendering of the velocity magnitude field.

2.4 Visualizations of Heat and Flow
Interactions

We employ feature level-sets [9] to study the correlation between
velocity magnitude and temperature attributes. Fig. 9a visualizes a
scatter plot [7], i.e., the attribute space for the two fields, at 185.32
minutes in the simulation. Overall, the velocity magnitude and
temperature fields appear to be negatively correlated from the scat-
terplot. Fig. 9b visualizes the feature level-sets for the trait repre-
senting high temperatures (≥ 297.5K ) and low velocity magnitudes
(≤ 1m/s) (the red box in Fig. 9a). The high temperature and low-
velocity magnitude regions that match the trait exist on the surface
of the rear solar panels, as visualized in dark red. These low-velocity
regions result from blockage of the flow by the first row of panels.
The high temperature and low-velocity magnitude regions that do
not match the trait, but are close to the trait in attribute space, exist
on the rear as well as the front solar panel surfaces, as visualized
in light red (also see the animation3).

Figure 9: Feature level-sets (b) with high temperatures and
low velocities for the trait selected in the scatterplot (a).

Next, we overlay the heat flux and flow variables to study their
relationship. Fig. 10 visualizes a heat flux isosurface [10] at 1.5
W /m2 colored by the temperature and 0.6 opacity combined with
flow streamlines colored by the velocitymagnitude. From this figure,
we observe that the flow tends to carry the heat upward.

Lastly, we visualize the solar panels colormapped with the tem-
perature overlaid with stream ribbons to depict the turbulent be-
havior just above the panels in Fig. 11 and via an animation4. In
3https://youtu.be/_08W23AAxV0
4https://youtu.be/TAh83x7IK98

Figure 10: Interplay of flow, represented by streamlines, and
heat flux, represented by an isosurface.

Figure 11: The stream ribbon visualization of flow and vor-
ticity (e.g., ribbon twists inside the cyan boxes) on top of the
temperature distributions of solar panels.

Fig. 11, the twisted ribbons denote the vortical regions that appear
above the cooler corners of panels, as indicated by the cyan boxes.

3 CONCLUSION AND FUTUREWORK
The visualizations presented herein show how high-quality 3D ren-
derings can significantly complement and add value to 2D plots for
the analysis of solar farm LES data. We demonstrate the applica-
tions of several 3D visualization techniques, such as streamlines,
isosurfaces, direct volume rendering, topology-based visualizations,
and feature level-sets, to LES data to study thermal interactions of
solar panels with the ABL. Specifically, our proposed visualizations
help us gain insight into temperature distributions on solar panels,
turbulent motions, heat transfer within ABL flow, and correlations
between flow velocities and vortices with solar panel temperatures.
Future plans to augment this work include integrating domain
expert feedback to further enhance our proposed visualizations
and applying these visualizations to high-resolution simulations of
non-idealized solar farm geometry.
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